Targeting insulin to the liver corrects defects in glucose metabolism caused by peripheral insulin delivery
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Peripheral hyperinsulinemia resulting from subcutaneous insulin injection is associated with metabolic defects which include abnormal glucose metabolism. The first aim of this study was to quantify the impairments in liver and muscle glucose metabolism that occur when insulin is delivered via a peripheral vein compared to when it is given through its endogenous secretory route (the hepatic portal vein) in overnight fasted conscious dogs. The second aim was to determine if peripheral delivery of a hepato-preferential insulin analog could restore the physiologic response to insulin that occurs under meal feeding conditions. This study is the first to show that hepatic glucose uptake correlates with insulin’s direct effects on the liver under hyperinsulinemic-hyperglycemic conditions. In addition, glucose uptake was equally divided between the liver and muscle when insulin was infused into the portal vein, but when it was delivered into a peripheral vein the percentage of glucose taken up by muscle was 4-times greater than that going to the liver, with liver glucose uptake being less than half of normal. These defects could not be corrected by adjusting the dose of peripheral insulin. On the other hand, hepatic and non-hepatic glucose metabolism could be fully normalized by a hepato-preferential insulin analog.
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ABSTRACT

Peripheral hyperinsulinemia resulting from subcutaneous insulin injection is associated with metabolic defects which include abnormal glucose metabolism. The first aim of this study was to quantify the impairments in liver and muscle glucose metabolism that occur when insulin is delivered via a peripheral vein compared to when it is given through its endogenous secretory route (the hepatic portal vein) in overnight fasted conscious dogs. The second aim was to determine if peripheral delivery of a hepato-preferential insulin analog could restore the physiologic response to insulin that occurs under meal feeding conditions. This study is the first to show that hepatic glucose uptake correlates with insulin’s direct effects on the liver under hyperinsulinemic-hyperglycemic conditions. In addition, glucose uptake was equally divided between the liver and muscle when insulin was infused into the portal vein, but when it was delivered into a peripheral vein the percentage of glucose taken up by muscle was 4-times greater than that going to the liver, with liver glucose uptake being less than half of normal. These defects could not be corrected by adjusting the dose of peripheral insulin. On the other hand, hepatic and non-hepatic glucose metabolism could be fully normalized by a hepato-preferential insulin analog.
INTRODUCTION

The liver plays an essential role in maintaining glucose homeostasis. During fasting it is the primary source of circulating glucose whereas following a meal it becomes a major site of glucose storage. In the human, two-thirds of the day is spent with the liver taking up glucose (1) and the liver is responsible for disposing of as much as a third of ingested glucose, a quantity equaling that disposed of by muscle (2, 3). Thus, the liver is critical to maintaining both fasting glycemia and limiting postprandial hyperglycemia. Insulin is normally a key regulator of the liver’s transition between fasting and feeding, but this process is impaired in individuals with diabetes (4, 5).

Typical insulin treatment is suboptimal because subcutaneous insulin administration generates pharmacokinetics and dynamics that do not replicate those associated with endogenous release (6). Various alternatives are in development, including hepato-preferential insulin analogs which are intended to mimic the effects of endogenous secretion of insulin (7, 8), and oral (9, 10) or intraperitoneal (11, 12) routes of administration which take advantage of the portal vein route of absorption and therefore more closely replicate endogenous insulin secretion (9, 13). Whether or not these treatments will confer a therapeutic advantage depends on the metabolic consequences of activating insulin’s direct hepatic vs indirect mechanisms of action as well as how the distribution of insulin determines patterns of glucose uptake across various tissues. Insulin directly suppresses hepatic glucose production (HGP) in response to the binding of the hormone to its liver receptor (14-16) but it can also act indirectly through its effects on non-hepatic tissues (e.g. via the suppression of lipolysis) (17-21). When insulin is administered peripherally its indirect mechanisms of control become more pronounced because the normal 3:1
insulin gradient between the liver and the rest of the body is eliminated (15, 22, 23). Of note, most studies have investigated hepatic insulin action under euglycemic rather than hyperglycemic conditions even though portal vein glucose delivery (24) and hyperglycemia (25, 26) each also regulate liver glucose flux. Thus, it is unknown whether hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia achieved via portal vein delivery interact to produce outcomes which would not otherwise be present.

It is important to recognize that insulin stimulated hepatic glucose uptake (HGU) is quantitatively of greater consequence to postprandial glucose metabolism than is the suppression of HGP (increase of 4-5 mg/kg/min vs decrease of 2 mg/kg/min, respectively) (24). Unfortunately, lack of surgical access to hepatic vasculature in the human and rodent means that HGU cannot be directly measured in those species, therefore less is known about the mechanisms by which insulin regulates HGU. Thus, the first aim of this study was to compare the effect of the same dose of insulin, administered either via a peripheral vein or the hepatic portal vein, on the suppression of HGP and stimulation of HGU during hyperglycemic postprandial conditions, and to quantify the effect of differences in vascular insulin distribution on glucose storage patterns across tissues. If insulin primarily regulates HGP and HGU through indirect, non-hepatic mechanisms, then peripheral insulin delivery should generate the greatest liver effects, but if insulin predominantly acts via direct mechanisms then suppression of HGP and stimulation of HGU should be greater with intraportal insulin. To account for the fact that glucose uptake may depend not only on insulin concentrations but also on the total load of glucose administered, in a third group insulin was infused peripherally at a variable rate in order to match that group’s glucose infusion rate (GIR) to the GIR of the portal vein insulin delivery
group. Thus, either the insulin dose or the total mass of glucose administered (i.e. insulin’s dynamic effect) were matched between groups.

Previously, we found that a peripherally delivered acylated insulin model compound (insulin-327) was hepato-preferential with regard to glucose turnover under euglycemic, near basal insulin conditions (7). The efficacy of such an analog under postprandial conditions has not been tested however. Therefore, our second aim was to quantify the effect of insulin-327 on the rates and distribution of glucose uptake by the liver and muscle during meal simulated conditions (hyperinsulinemic, hyperglycemic clamp with portal vein glucose infusion) and thus to determine if, in principle, a peripherally delivered insulin analog could normalize postprandial glucose metabolism. These studies were performed in the dog because of the similarity in insulin regulated glucose metabolism between the human and the canine and because this model permits cannulation of the necessary vessels and measurement of the blood flow that is required for measuring hepatic and non-hepatic glucose uptake.
RESULTS

At the start of the experimental period regular human insulin was delivered at the same rate (7.2 pmol/kg/min; Figure 1A) either into a peripheral vein (PeHI) or the hepatic portal vein (i.e. the endogenous secretory route; PoHI). In a third group insulin was infused peripherally at a variable rate (PeHI-half), adjusted during the study to cause that group’s GIR to match that of PoHI. After a brief priming period the steady state insulin infusion rate required to do this was 3.6±0.4 pmol/kg/min in PeHI-half. Thus, either the insulin dose (PoHI vs PeHI) or the hormone’s dynamic effect (PoHI vs PeHI-half) was matched. In another group (Pe327) insulin-327 was infused into a peripheral vein at a variable rate so as to match the GIR seen in PoHI (the steady state insulin-327 rate was 22.1±1.6 pmol/kg/min).

As expected, the route of insulin delivery determined its distribution in the body. Plasma insulin levels were similar in all groups during the basal period (-30 to 0 min), with hepatic sinusoidal levels being 2-3-fold greater than the arterial level due to endogenous secretion of insulin into the portal vein (Figure 1B-D). When insulin was infused into the portal vein the arterial and hepatic sinusoidal insulin levels increased to 125±14 and 400±41 pM, respectively, during the last 2 hours of the clamp. In contrast, the same rate insulin infusion into a leg vein resulted in arterial levels that were twice as great (276±9 pM) and hepatic sinusoidal levels that were half as much (226±7 pM) as compared to the portal route. In PeHI-half the arterial insulin levels were ~20% greater than in PoHI while the liver’s exposure to insulin was reduced by ~75%. Thus, the endogenous 3:1 liver to peripheral tissue insulin gradient was maintained during the clamp in PoHI but this gradient was completely eliminated (<1) in PeHI and PeHI-half (Figure 2A). The route of insulin delivery did not affect the fractional extraction of insulin by the
liver (Figure 2B) therefore the reductions in net hepatic insulin uptake (Figure 2C) were attributable to the lower loads of insulin reaching the liver when insulin was delivered peripherally (Figure 2D). In accordance with this, whole body plasma insulin clearance was reduced by more than half when insulin was infused into a leg vein (Figure 2E). Since insulin-327 clearance is much lower than that of regular insulin (7), arterial and hepatic insulin-327 levels were high and not distinguishable between vessels (arterial, portal vein, and hepatic vein insulin-327 levels were 52314±7551, 51100±8146, and 49157±7464 pM, respectively at the end of the study; data not shown). Arterial and hepatic sinusoidal plasma glucagon levels remained basal throughout and did not differ between groups (Figure 3A-B).

Plasma glucose levels doubled (Figure 4A) in all groups during the experimental period as a result of glucose infusions into the hepatic portal vein (4 mg/kg/min in all groups to stimulate the hepatic feeding signal) and as necessary into a leg vein to clamp at 200 mg/dl. Total GIRs were significantly greater in PeHI than the other groups over the last 90 min of the experiment but by design were similar in PoHI, PeHI-half, and Pe327 (Figure 4B). The glucose requirement was determined by the extent to which insulin suppressed endogenous glucose production (EGP) and increased whole body glucose uptake. EGP was rapidly and completely suppressed by portal vein insulin delivery (reduced by 50% at 30 min and 100% at 90 min; Figure 4C). In contrast, the same dose of insulin into a leg vein had a delayed effect (EGP was reduced by 50% at 60 min and it took more than 120 min for complete suppression to occur). In PeHI-half the suppression of EGP was both delayed and incomplete (only suppressed by 75% at the end of the experiment) in spite of arterial insulin levels which were initially greater (1st hour) and later equal to those in PoHI (Figure 1B). This reinforces the notion that the liver’s rapid on-off response to insulin (6) is a reaction to the direct effects of the hormone (16). Thus, under
simulated meal conditions the peripheral (indirect) actions of insulin were significantly less effective at regulating EGP than those of portally delivered insulin, even when arterial insulin levels were more than 2-fold higher (Figure 1D). On the other hand, peripheral insulin-327 replicated the effect of portal vein insulin delivery on EGP almost exactly (Figure 4C).

Insulin dependent whole body glucose utilization, which is comprised primarily of liver and muscle glucose uptake, increased a great deal in PeHI (18.3±1.1 mg/kg/min during the last two hours of the study; Figure 4D). On the other hand, in PoHI glucose utilization was significantly lower (11.0±0.4 mg/kg/min) and similar to that in PeHI-half (12.5±0.9 mg/kg/min) and Pe327 (10.4±1.1 mg/kg/min). During the clamp the liver rapidly shifted from net hepatic glucose output during the basal fasting period (~1.5 mg/kg/min) to uptake, which averaged 5.0±0.9 mg/kg/min during the last 2 hours of the clamp in PoHI (Figure 4E). In comparison, rates of net hepatic glucose uptake (NHGU) in PeHI, PeHI-half, and Pe327 were 3.6±0.6, 2.8±0.4, and 4.0±0.6 mg/kg/min, respectively, during that period. The three primary regulators of HGU are insulin, the hepatic glucose load, and a negative arterial to portal vein glucose gradient (24). The latter two did not differ between groups (Figure 4F-G); instead it was insulin’s effect on net hepatic glucose fractional extraction (Figure 4H) which determined NHGU. With regards to muscle, non-hepatic glucose uptake was stimulated minimally by intraportal insulin and insulin-327 but it increased significantly in response to peripheral insulin delivery (Figure 4I). Thus, peripheral insulin delivery was unable to replicate the effect of portal vein insulin delivery on liver or muscle glucose disposal whether it was the insulin dose or the glucose load (i.e. insulin’s dynamic effect) that was matched. On the other hand, insulin-327 closely mirrored portal insulin’s effects on glucose metabolism, including its ability to suppress HGP and to appropriately stimulate liver and muscle glucose uptake (Figure 4). Since the GIR was, if
anything, lowest in Pe327, an overdose of insulin-327 cannot explain the magnitude of its effects. Finally, NHGU correlated with hepatic sinusoidal (P<0.05) but not arterial insulin levels (Figure 4J), such that NHGU increased by 0.5 mg/kg/min for each 72 pM increase in insulin at the liver over the range of concentrations that were studied. This suggests that it was insulin’s direct not indirect action on the liver that was responsible for the differences in NHGU.

Plasma free fatty acids (FFA) provide a means by which insulin can indirectly regulate intrahepatic glucose metabolism since FFA promote gluconeogenic and limit glycolytic fluxes (15, 18, 20). Arterial FFA and glycerol levels were rapidly suppressed by hyperinsulinemia in all groups due to the inhibition of lipolysis, and their net hepatic uptake rates decreased in parallel (Figure 5A-D). Although there was a tendency for the fall in the FFA level to be delayed in Pe327, this difference was not apparent in the glycerol levels, which usually better reflect lipolysis. Previous studies have shown that when hepatic FFA uptake decreases carbon derived from plasma glucose is diverted into the glycolytic pathway, where it can be converted into lactate and released into the circulation (15, 20). Indeed, an increase in net hepatic lactate output was apparent during the clamp in all groups, which resulted in a modest increase in blood lactate level during the first several hours of the clamp (Figure 5E-F). Net hepatic carbon retention, an index of glycogen synthesis, is derived from the difference between the rate of glucose that is taken up and retained by the liver versus that which is converted into lactate and released (27, 28). Whereas carbon retention by the liver was reduced with peripheral insulin delivery it was similar in PoHI and Pe327 (Figure 5G). There were no statistically significant positive correlations between EGP and plasma FFA, or delta EGP and delta FFA (decrease from basal), irrespective of the route of insulin infusion. This was true regardless of which time interval was examined, including over the entire course of the experiment (Figure 5H; portal insulin: r²=0.052
& p=0.71; peripheral insulin: r²=0.267 & p=0.13; peripheral insulin-327 r²=0.264 & p=0.24). Unlike in PoHI and Pe327, the slope of the EGP vs FFA regression line was positive when regular insulin was administered peripherally. These data suggest that while FFA are not the dominant mechanism by which insulin regulates HGP under physiologic conditions they may influence HGP during peripheral insulin delivery.

The marked effect of the route of insulin infusion on tissue glucose uptake is illustrated in Figure 6, which demonstrates that glucose uptake was distributed evenly between muscle and the liver (44±9 vs 46±9%, respectively) during portal vein insulin infusion, but when insulin was delivered peripherally there was a shift such that muscle took up 3 to 4-times more glucose than the liver. This occurred regardless of whether the insulin dose (73±5 vs 21±4%, muscle vs liver, respectively in PeHI) or total glucose load (69±3 vs 22±4%, muscle vs liver, respectively in PeHI-half) were matched with the PoHI group. In contrast, insulin-327 was able to recreate the 1:1 muscle to liver glucose distribution ratio (45±6 vs 44±6%, respectively) despite its peripheral route of delivery.
DISCUSSION

The first aim of this study was to determine the impact of the route of insulin delivery on the regulation of hepatic glucose metabolism under postprandial glucose storage conditions. Peripheral insulin administration alters the liver to arterial insulin gradient, but this is only metabolically important if insulin directly regulates hepatic glucose metabolism, a concept which has been challenged (18, 19, 29-32). On the other hand, if indirect insulin action is sufficient for its effects, as has been suggested (18, 19, 29-32), then suppression of HGP and stimulation of HGU should correlate with arterial not hepatic insulin levels. This was not the case, however. Instead, the liver’s response correlated with the degree to which direct insulin action was present. Even in the presence of much greater arterial insulin levels the hormone’s indirect mechanisms of control were less effective than its direct effects.

This study also shows that the physiologic distribution of glucose disposal across tissues cannot be replicated by peripheral insulin infusion. A dose-independent consequence of the peripheral route of delivery was a 50% reduction in plasma insulin clearance, which over-exposed muscle and other non-hepatic tissues to insulin. Since muscle has such a large capacity for glucose uptake, small alterations in arterial insulin levels can have major effects on this process, as demonstrated by the much greater rate of muscle glucose uptake which occurred with peripheral delivery. Indeed, we found that glucose uptake was equally divided between the liver and muscle under physiologic conditions, but when insulin was delivered peripherally the percentage of glucose taken up by muscle was close to 4-times greater than that taken up by the liver, while at the same time the percentage taken up by the liver was less than half normal. Furthermore, the imbalance in glucose distribution persisted when the insulin dose was halved.
because liver and muscle glucose uptake decreased proportionately. Thus, normalization of the liver’s response would require even greater arterial hyperinsulinemia, which in turn would further amplify the defects caused by peripheral insulin delivery (33). These data clearly demonstrate that it is impossible to normalize the glucose distribution between the liver and muscle when regular insulin is administered peripherally. This presents a significant challenge to patients treated with traditional insulin therapy, since the overdose of peripheral insulin required to compensate for the effects of its under-replacement at the liver markedly increases the risk of hypoglycemia, and the effects of dosing errors on daily glucose variability are magnified (6, 34). This risk is further exacerbated by the delayed onset and sustained effect of insulin on muscle glucose disposal compared to the liver, which has a rapid on-off insulin response (6).

Excessive arterial hyperinsulinemia is associated with a myriad of defects. In addition to hypoglycemia, it is a risk factor for insulin resistance (35-37), coagulation abnormalities (38, 39), weight gain (40-42), alterations in body fat distribution and lipid metabolism (12, 43), atherosclerosis (44), hypertension (45), and long-term micro- and macrovascular complications, including coronary and ischemic heart disease (46-48). At the same time, hepatic insulin deficiency results in excessive glucose production (49), a primary contributor to hyperglycemia in individuals with type 2 diabetes (50), impaired liver glycogen storage (1), and alterations in the growth hormone – insulin like growth hormone-1 (IGF-1) axis (12, 41, 51). Many of these defects have been shown to improve with portal vein or intraperitoneal insulin treatment, including normalization of HGP and lipoprotein metabolism, correction of IGF-1 and sex hormone binding globulin levels, as well as reductions in daily glucose fluctuations, frequency of serious hypoglycemic episodes, weight gain, and hypertension in patients with type 1 or 2 diabetes (6, 12, 52-57). Thus, the hope is that therapies which functionally restore the
physiologic insulin gradient may correct some of the metabolic abnormalities associated with subcutaneous insulin delivery.

Having quantified the magnitude of the defect in liver and muscle glucose metabolism when insulin is delivered peripherally, the second aim of this study was to determine if a peripherally delivered insulin prototype, which was designed to be liver preferential, could recreate the physiologic response to insulin during hyperglycemic meal simulated conditions. Insulin-327 is a model compound which is acylated with a 22-carbon-length fatty di-acid to promote strong but reversible binding to plasma albumin. Hepato-preferentiality is conferred because insulin-327’s ability to cross the tight endothelial capillary barrier at muscle is limited, whereas the fenestrated sinusoids of the liver are relatively open to large plasma constituents (58). In a previous euglycemic study we found that insulin-327 had hepato-preferential effects on glucose turnover when infused at a rate which mimicked the effect of close to basal fasting levels of endogenous insulin (7). In the present study, insulin-327 almost perfectly replicated the effects of an elevation in portal vein insulin on both HGP and HGU during feeding conditions. In addition, the fate of glucose taken up by the liver was normalized, which is important because HGU is abnormal in individuals with diabetes (4, 5) and restoration of the liver glycogen pool would help correct the low hepatic glycogen content which occurs (1, 59). In turn, this might minimize hypoglycemic risk (60). Furthermore, the physiologic 50/50 distribution of glucose uptake by liver and muscle was completely corrected by insulin-327, providing proof of principle that a peripherally delivered hepato-preferential insulin analog can replicate the physiologic metabolic response to glucose ingestion.
One concern with regard to hepato-preferential insulin analogs is the potential for insulin stimulated activation of hepatic lipogenesis without concomitant suppression of adipose tissue lipolysis. Under such conditions it’s possible that unrestrained hepatic FFA uptake could lead to hepatic lipid accumulation (61). Indeed, the development of a promising hepato-preferential insulin analog (LY2605541) (8, 62) was recently ended prior to its entry into phase III trials after elevated alanine transaminases and in some cases increased hepatic fat content were observed in treated individuals (63). Although the insulin-327 analog used in our study is a model compound not intended for clinical use, the differential effects of hepato-preferential insulin analogs on liver and fat should be considered in their development. Unlike LY2605541 (8), insulin-327 caused rapid suppression of arterial glycerol and FFA levels, although there was a tendency for the fall in FFA and therefore decrease in hepatic FFA uptake to be briefly delayed in the present study. Thus, while there are many potential benefits of hepato-preferential insulin therapy, it appears possible that an analog can be too hepato-selective. In our view, the ideal candidate is one that is hepato-preferential to the degree to which it recreates the effects of intraportal insulin on liver, muscle, and fat when given peripherally.

It has been previously concluded that insulin’s indirect effects are most important to the control of HGP (18, 19, 29-32) whereas in the present study suppression of HGP did not correlate with fat or brain insulin exposure (Figure 4J). This discrepancy can most likely be explained by the differences in arterial to hepatic insulin levels during peripheral vs portal vein clamps. The peripheral route will always favor the indirect effects of insulin because the 3:1 ratio of insulin at the liver vs artery is lost during a peripheral clamp (endogenous insulin secretion is suppressed by exogenous insulin even without somatostatin infusion (15, 22, 64)). As a result, when arterial insulin levels are clamped at 3-fold basal by infusion of the hormone into a
peripheral vein, hepatic insulin levels actually remain at baseline (7). Thus, in this frequently used, so-called, “hyperinsulinemic” clamp paradigm (18, 21, 30-32, 65-67) suppression of HGP is the result of insulin’s indirect, not direct, action. The present study supports previous findings which have shown that when insulin’s direct and indirect effects oppose each other it is the hormone’s direct effect that is dominant (49) and that insulin’s direct effect is sufficient to fully inhibit HGP, regardless of whether or not peripheral insulin action increases (15, 16, 23).

Although in the present study liver glucose metabolism correlated with hepatic, not arterial insulin levels, it is clear that insulin can control HGP through both direct and indirect mechanisms (16, 66). We cannot conclude from our data that insulin’s indirect effects were not important to the liver’s normal response for several reasons. First, hepatic insulin levels must be matched between groups to fully discriminate between the effects of differences in arterial insulin levels, but they were not. Second, FFA levels were close to maximally suppressed regardless of the route of insulin delivery; therefore, to a large extent this indirect mechanism of insulin action was fully engaged in all groups. Indeed, a fall in FFA stimulates glycolytic flux, which in turn increases the release of lactate from the liver (15, 20), and this occurred to a similar extent in all groups. In particular the FFA levels were so low and tightly clustered in the PoHI group that there was little room to examine the effect of a range of FFA levels on liver glucose metabolism (Figure 5H). FFA per se were previously shown to reduce HGU under basal insulin conditions (68) suggesting that FFA levels may be important under certain circumstances. Therefore, submaximal doses of insulin could be used to test the impact of differences in insulin mediated suppression of lipolysis on HGU. It should be noted, however, that the modest, 3-fold rise in arterial insulin obtained in the present study was sufficient to markedly suppress lipolysis in the PoHI group, whereas a 15-fold increase in insulin can occur following a meal (59), thus
insulin levels were well within the physiologic range. Alternatively, a fat clamp (20) could be used to prevent a fall in FFA during feeding conditions. Of note, there was a lag in the suppression of FFA in the Pe327 group but this was not accompanied by a corresponding lag in the suppression of HGP (Figure 5H), further supporting the notion that insulin’s direct effects dominate the control of this process under physiological conditions (15, 23, 49, 69). On the other hand, although not statistically significant, when human insulin was delivered peripherally glucose production rates were positively associated with FFA levels (Figure 5H). It is not surprising that FFA would have a greater potential influence on liver glucose flux when hepatic insulin levels are reduced. Third, glucagon opposes HGU (70) and glucagon secretion is suppressed by insulin (71, 72), but this mechanism was not in play in the present study because glucagon was clamped at basal levels. Finally, we have shown that brain insulin action can activate pathways in the liver which could promote HGU (23, 69, 73). Further studies will be required to dissect and quantify the importance of these mechanisms to the control of HGU.

In summary, poor control of hepatic glucose metabolism is a cause of hyperglycemia in individuals with diabetes. Previous studies have concluded that indirect insulin action, mediated through the peripheral effects of arterial insulin, is the dominant mechanism by which insulin regulates the liver. If true, targeting insulin to the liver would not be expected to provide a therapeutic advantage. The present study demonstrates that peripherally delivered insulin generates a very different vascular insulin profile compared to endogenously secreted insulin. This alters insulin clearance, changes the exposure of insulin sensitive tissues to the hormone, and as a result has definite metabolic consequences. Peripherally delivered insulin clearly cannot replicate the physiologic regulation of hepatic glucose metabolism or the distribution of postprandial glucose uptake across tissues. This suggests that insulin therapy which
preferentially targets the liver (by route of delivery or analog modification) may provide superior control of liver and whole body glucose metabolism and thus might have a therapeutic advantage over subcutaneous injection of regular insulin.
METHODS

Animals and Surgical Procedures

Studies were carried out on 22 conscious 18h-fasted dogs of either sex (20-23 kg). The surgical and animal care facilities met the standards published by the American Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care, and diet and housing were provided as previously described (74). The protocol was approved by the Vanderbilt University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Approximately 16 days before study the animals underwent surgery for placement of sampling catheters in a femoral artery and the hepatic portal and hepatic veins, and infusion catheters in the splenic and jejunal veins, which drain into the portal vein (74). Ultrasonic flow probes (Transonic Systems, Ithaca, NY) were placed around the hepatic portal vein and the hepatic artery, as described previously (74). The proximal ends of the catheters and flow probes were tucked into subcutaneous pockets at the end of the surgical procedure. All dogs were determined to be healthy prior to experimentation, as indicated by: 1) leukocyte count <18000/mm³; 2) hematocrit >35%; and 3) good appetite (consuming at least 75% of the daily ration). On the morning of the experiment the catheters and flow probe leads were exteriorized from their subcutaneous pockets under local anesthesia. Intravenous (IV) catheters were also inserted into peripheral leg veins for infusion of glucose and hormones as necessary.

Experimental Design

Each experiment consisted of a 90 min tracer equilibration period (-120 to -30 min), a 30 min basal sample collection period (-30 to 0 min), and a 3h experimental period (0-180 min). At
-120 min, a primed continuous IV infusion of [3-³H]-glucose (42 µCi prime and 0.35 µCi/min continuous rate; PerkinElmer, Shelton, CT) was started in order to calculate rates of glucose production and uptake. At 0 min, somatostatin (0.8 µg/kg/min; Bachem, Torrance, CA) was infused to suppress pancreatic insulin and glucagon secretion and glucagon was replaced intraportally at a basal rate (0.5 ng/kg/min). To simulate gut glucose absorption glucose was infused into the hepatic portal vein at a constant rate in all groups (4 mg/kg/min), and also into a peripheral vein as needed to maintain arterial plasma glucose levels at 200 mg/dl (about 2-fold basal). Also at 0 min, regular human insulin was infused into either the portal vein (PoHI; 7.2 pmol/kg/min; n=5) or a peripheral vein at the same rate (PeHI; 7.2 pmol/kg/min; n=5). In a 3rd group insulin was infused into a peripheral vein at rates which were titrated (PeHI-half; approximately 3.6 pmol/kg/min at steady state; n=5) throughout the experimental period so that the total GIR in PeHI-half would match with the GIR occurring in PoHI. In a 4th group insulin-327 (Novo Nordisk A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark) was infused into a peripheral vein at a titrated rate (Pe327; approximately 21 pmol/kg/min at steady state; n=7) as required to match the GIR in Pe327 with that in PoHI. We chose to study the regulation of glucose metabolism under steady state conditions in order to obtain more accurate assessments of insulin action and glucose flux rates over a longer period.

Plasma glucose was measured using a GM9 glucose analyzer (Analox Instruments Ltd, UK) and plasma [3-³H]glucose and non-esterified FFA and blood glycerol concentrations were determined as previously described (74). Plasma insulin (PI-12K Millipore-Sigma) and glucagon (GL-32K, Millipore-Sigma) were measured by radioimmunoassay. Proinsulin cross-reactivity in the insulin assay could lead to a small overestimation (~4%) of endogenous insulin levels in the
fasted state (75) but this amount would be negligible during the somatostatin clamp with elevated exogenous insulin (76, 77).

**Insulin-327**

Insulin-327 (A22Lys[\(\text{N}^\epsilon\text{(S)}\)-22,42-dicarboxy-10,19,24-trioxo-3,6,12,15-tetraoxa-9,18,23-triazadotetracontan-1-oyl]], B29Arg, desB30 human insulin) is an acylated model compound designed to test the pharmacodynamic effects of this modification on hepatic versus non-hepatic glucose metabolism. Fatty acid acylation of the compound promotes binding to albumin which leads to a protracted mode of action and provides its hepato-preferentiality (7, 78). Evaluation of an analog depends on equating its dose to a comparator. This was done by matching the dynamic effects (i.e. GIR) of peripherally delivered insulin-327 with portal and peripheral delivery of regular insulin.

Plasma insulin-327 levels were analyzed using a luminescence oxygen channeling immunoassay (LOCI) as described previously (79). During the assay a concentration dependent bead-analyte-immune complex is created, resulting in light output, which is measured on an EnVision plate reader (PerkinElmer). Coupling of antibodies to beads, biotinylation of antibodies and LOCI assay procedure were performed as previously described (80). Calibrators and quality control samples were produced in the same matrix as the study samples. Assay precision was assessed and shown to be lower than 20% for all the tested samples. For the quantification of insulin-327 in dog plasma the assay used the monoclonal antibody NN454-1F31 (raised against insulin Degludec), conjugated acceptor beads with biotinylated S1 monoclonal antibody (raised against ordinary human insulin), and generic streptavidin-coated donor beads. LLOQ for insulin-
327 in dog plasma was 70 pM. Cross-reactivity to endogenous dog insulin was shown to be lower than 0.1%.

**Calculations and Data Analysis**

Net hepatic glucose balance (NHGB) was calculated as \( \text{NHGB} = \text{LOAD}_{\text{out}} - \text{LOAD}_{\text{in}} \). The \( \text{LOAD}_{\text{in}} = ([A] \times F_A) + ([P] \times F_P) \) and \( \text{LOAD}_{\text{out}} = ([H] \times F_H) \), where \( A, P \) and \( H \) refer to the arterial, portal vein and hepatic vein glucose concentrations, respectively, and \( F_A, F_P, \) and \( F_H \) refer to the arterial, portal vein, and hepatic vein (total liver) blood flow. Non-hepatic glucose uptake equaled the GIR minus NHGB, where the rate was corrected for changes in the size of the glucose pool, using a pool fraction of 0.65 ml/kg (81) and assuming that the volume of distribution for glucose equaled the volume of the extracellular fluid, or \( \sim 22\% \) of the dog's weight (82). For all glucose balance calculations, glucose concentrations were converted from plasma to blood values using correction factors (ratio of the blood to the plasma concentration) previously established in our laboratory (83, 84). Glucose turnover, used to estimate endogenous glucose production (predominantly HGP) and whole body glucose uptake, was measured using 3-\(^3\)H glucose infusion based on the circulatory model of Mari et al (85).

Insulin independent glucose uptake was estimated to be 67\% (approximately 1 mg/kg/min) of net hepatic glucose output in the basal state and it was assumed to remain stable throughout the clamp period (86). The distribution of the infused glucose was based on percent contributions of each component (net hepatic glucose uptake, muscle glucose uptake, and insulin independent glucose uptake) to the total GIR. Although non-hepatic insulin dependent glucose uptake represents glucose uptake by fat and muscle, the latter is by far dominant, especially in lean animals, thus it is referred to as such (50, 87).
The approximate plasma insulin level entering the liver sinusoids was calculated using the formula \([A] \times \%F_A + [P] \times \%F_P\), where \([A]\) and \([P]\) are arterial and portal vein hormone concentrations, respectively, and \(%F_A\) and \(%F_P\) are the respective percent contributions of arterial and portal flow to total hepatic blood flow. Whole body (arterial) insulin clearance was determined by dividing the insulin infusion rate by its arterial concentration. Net hepatic insulin fractional extraction was calculated by dividing net hepatic insulin uptake by hepatic insulin LOAD\(_{in}\).

**STATISTICS**

Statistical comparisons were carried out with SigmaStat (Systat Software, San Jose, CA) using ANOVA for repeated measures with Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc analysis. Statistical significance was accepted when \(p<0.05\). Data are expressed as mean ± SEM.
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Figure 1A: Insulin infusion rates, B: arterial plasma insulin levels, C: hepatic sinusoidal insulin levels, and D: average arterial and hepatic sinusoidal insulin levels during the last 2 hours of the experimental period in overnight fasted conscious dogs in the portal vein insulin (PoHI), peripheral vein insulin (PeHI), peripheral vein insulin half dose (PeHI-half), and peripheral vein insulin-327 (Pe327) infusion groups (mean ± SEM; n=5, 5, 5, and 7, respectively; *P<0.05 vs PoHI). Pe327 data are only shown in Fig A because arterial and hepatic insulin-327 levels were high and not distinguishable between vessels (arterial, portal vein, and hepatic vein insulin-327 levels were 52314±7551, 51100±8146, and 49157±7464 pM, respectively by the end of the study).
Figure 2A: Ratio of hepatic sinusoidal to arterial insulin level, B: net hepatic insulin fractional extraction, net hepatic insulin uptake, hepatic insulin load, and arterial insulin clearance during the last 2 hours of the experimental period in overnight fasted conscious dogs in the portal vein insulin (PoHI), peripheral vein insulin (PeHI), and peripheral vein insulin half dose (PeHI-half) infusion groups (mean ± SEM; n=5 in each; *P<0.05 vs PoHI).
Figure 3: Arterial and hepatic sinusoidal plasma glucagon levels during the basal (-30 to 0 min) and experimental periods (0-180 min) in overnight fasted conscious dogs in the portal vein insulin (PoHI), peripheral vein insulin (PeHI), peripheral vein insulin half dose (PeHI-half), and peripheral vein insulin-327 (Pe327) infusion groups (mean ± SEM; n=5, 5, 5, and 7, respectively).
Figure 4A: Arterial plasma glucose, B: total (portal + peripheral vein) glucose infusion rates, C: endogenous glucose production, D: whole body glucose utilization, E: net hepatic glucose balance, F: hepatic glucose load, G: arterial minus portal vein glucose gradient, H: net hepatic glucose fractional extraction, and I: non-hepatic glucose uptake during the basal (-30 to 0 min) and experimental periods (0-180 min) in the portal vein insulin (PoHI), peripheral vein insulin (PeHI), peripheral vein insulin half dose (PeHI-half), and peripheral vein insulin-327 (Pe327) infusion groups (mean ± SEM; n=5, 5, 5, and 7, respectively; *P<0.05 vs PoHI) in overnight fasted conscious dogs, and J: linear regression of net hepatic glucose uptake vs arterial and hepatic sinusoidal insulin levels during the last 2 hours of the experimental period in the PoHI, PeHI, and PeHI-half groups (the coefficient of determination for arterial insulin was $r^2=0.006 \ [p=0.78]$ and for hepatic sinusoidal insulin was $r^2=0.32 \ [p=0.027]$).
Figure 5A: Arterial plasma free fatty acid levels, B: net hepatic free fatty acid uptake, C: arterial blood glycerol levels, D: net hepatic glycerol uptake, E: arterial blood lactate levels, and F: net hepatic lactate balance during the basal (-30 to 0 min) and experimental periods (0-180 min), and G: net hepatic carbon retention during the last 2 hours of the experimental period in the portal vein insulin (PoHI), peripheral vein insulin (PeHI), peripheral vein insulin half dose (PeHI-half), and peripheral vein insulin-327 (Pe327) infusion groups (mean ± SEM; n=5, 5, 5, and 7, respectively; *P<0.05 vs PoHI) in overnight fasted conscious dogs, and J: linear regression of endogenous glucose production vs arterial plasma free fatty acids during the experimental period (the coefficients of determination were $r^2=0.052$ for portal human insulin [$p=0.71$], $r^2=0.267$ for peripheral human insulin [$p=0.13$], and $r^2=0.264$ for peripheral insulin-327 [$p=0.24$]).
Figure 6: Percent rates of liver, muscle and insulin independent glucose uptake during the experimental period in overnight fasted conscious dogs in the portal vein insulin (PoHI), peripheral vein insulin (PeHI), peripheral vein insulin half dose (PeHI-half), and peripheral vein insulin-327 (Pe327) infusion groups (mean ± SEM; n=5, 5, 5, and 7, respectively; *P<0.05 vs PoHI for liver glucose uptake; †P<0.05 vs PoHI for muscle glucose uptake). The bars are stacked (sum of the 3 bars equals 100%) with the variance and scatter plot of the data shown around the top of each bar.